
 

 

 

Rare Exports: Irony about Northern Nature and Commercialized Culture 

How can humor illustrate critical trends related to social, economic and 

ecological sustainability? This exploration is based on a case study focusing on 

the film “Rare Exports: A Christmas Tale” and two related short films. These 

fantasy films employ irony and dark humor, that reverse the popular impressions 

related to Santa Claus and his elves and, more generally, exotic northern nature 

and culture. By representing the gentle Santa Claus as a savage hybrid creature 

brutally punishing those not adhering to certain social norms, these films break 

several conventional dichotomies between good and evil, human and animal and 

society and nature. The use of dark humor and irony may compromise attempts 

to create public understanding based on best available scientific knowledge, but 

it also opens up complementary and potentially fruitful ways to discuss 

sustainability issues. Irony provides opportunities to identify and criticize 

unsustainable trends and to challenge and disclose dichotomies that may 

otherwise remain unnoticed. 
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Introduction: Humor and the Sustainability Challenge 

 

Sustainable development and environmental issues are usually interpreted as very 

serious socio-ecological phenomena. This creates a fruitful starting point for humor that 

typically originates from the incongruence between the serious and the non-serious 

(Morreal 1987; Oring, 2003). There are several variants of humor, ranging from 

unintentional slips, children’s jokes, slapstick and puns to witty political parody and 

cruel satire or cynical sarcasm. Not all humor is funny. Bleak humor – also called as 

gallows, black or dark humor – deals with topics that are considered as awkward or 

even taboo in a deeply ironic manner. Dark humor may help to confront challenges such 

as death, illness or injury, anxieties related to modern technology, oppression by non-

democratic governments or depression created by increasing awareness about 

environmental degradation or social inequalities (Obrdlik 1942; Young 1995; Sorensen 

2008; Rowe and Regehr 2010; Parkhill et al. 2011). Humor – dark humor in particular – 

has both universal and context-specific characteristics. Issues that are considered as 

abhorrent by one person or culture may be hilarious to another. The social situation is 

also important: humor based on personal insults and offending mockery can be 

considered funny during special occasions such as celebrity “roasting” sessions (Test 

1980). 

 

Humor can be either a lubricant or a source of friction for social relations, and it 

can strengthen or destroy false stereotypes and socially destructive prejudices (Sultanoff 

2002; Nickels 2010; Goodall et al. 2012). For example, the arguments of environmental 

activists can be belittled and downplayed by means of understatements or 

overstatements employing stereotypic caricatures, parody or irony (Moran 2004; 

Lyytimäki 2010; Steward and Clark 2011). Environmental activists can employ humor 

as a tool to gain visibility and public acceptability for their causes, or to ridicule their 

opponents (Branagan 2007). On a personal level, humor can be a tool that helps to find 

new approaches, aid conflict management and create and maintain motivation for 

voluntary participation. For example, humor can help to create the social capital needed 

for laborious long-term lake restoration projects that operate on a voluntary basis 

(Rotko et al. 2006). It can also have negative or destructive consequences. In particular, 

fear of being ridiculed can forestall unconventional sustainability initiatives and 

technological innovations (Michael 1996). 

 

Humor studies have a long history. Currently, humor theories are usually 

divided into broad categories of superiority, relief and incongruity theories (Meyer 

2000; Lynch 2002; Martin 2007). Despite their differences, these approaches are 

overlapping and largely compatible (Lynch 2002). The superiority theory, originating 

from the writings of Plato, Aristotle and Thomas Hobbes, maintains that all humor 

involves a personal feeling of superiority. The relief theory originates largely from the 

ideas of Herbert Spencer and Sigmund Freud and it focuses on psychological processes 

that induce laughter and describes humor as a tension release model. The incongruity 

theory is the most widely accepted approach (Oring 2003; Veale 2004). It emphasizes 

the elements of surprise or tension in comical situations that point to some degree of 

absurdity, illogicality or violation of expectation (Veale 2004). In addition to these 



theories, humor can be approached, for example, from communicational, sociological or 

evolutionary perspectives (Caron 2002; Lynch 2002). 

 

Relatively few studies have focused specifically on the role of humor in 

environmental and sustainability issues. Some studies have examined comedy as a 

rhetorical tool that may help individuals to cope with overwhelming environmental 

challenges (DeLaure 2011), while others have focused on how populist storylines are 

employed in order to satirize radical environmentalism (Steward and Clark 2011) or 

how humor can be used to induce environmental and social activism (Branagan 2007; 

Wettergren 2009). A wider variety of environmental studies focusing primarily on other 

topics have acknowledged the important role of humor. For example, irony, parody and 

satire can be found in advertisements in the context of climate change (Linder 2006), 

the skiing industry in a warming climate (Stoddard 2011), transportation cartoons 

addressing environmental issues (Salomon and Singer 2010) or representations of 

relations between humans and their natural environment (Deyab 2011). Some scholars 

have used irony just as a notion illustrating the relationship between ambitious goals of 

environmental policies and less ambitious practices (Entwistle 1998). 

 

This article takes the concept of irony as a starting point. A wide range of 

cultural phenomena can be labeled as ironic (Rahtu 2006; Szerszynski 2007). Common 

features of irony include at least two layers of meaning within the phenomenon and 

some kind of incongruence between the layers. Thus, an ironic speech contains a 

surface meaning that is in conflict with the meaning intended by the speaker. From the 

sustainability perspective, an ironic tension exists between increased ecological 

awareness and modern societies that appear to be irreversibly locked into unsustainable 

activities (Szerszynski 2007; Babarenda Gamage and Boyle 2008). Szerszynski (2007) 

argued that irony can be used on the one hand to describe the disconnection between 

private belief and public behavior that can occur in the form of apolitical or cynical 

retreat from collective attempts towards sustainability (Threadgold 2012). On the other 

hand, irony can refer to the rhetorical tactics that are used by social protest movements 

in order to draw attention to that disconnection (Wettergren 2009). 

 

Fiction Films (Re)presenting the Reality 

 

The overall aim of this article is to discuss how critical trends related to social, 

economic and ecological sustainability can be identified, highlighted, criticized or 

treated with the use of humor, particularly dark humor and irony. From the perspective 

of human-nature distinction, the article also contributes to the discussion of the roles of 

science-based and non-scientific communication and public interaction in contemporary 

societies (Szerszynski 2007; Lyytimäki 2010; Horst and Michael 2011). 

 

This research is based on a case study approach aiming at an intensive 

exploration of a single text or unit for the purpose of understanding a larger class of 

texts or units (Gerring 2004). The film Rare Exports: A Christmas Tale (Helander 2010) 

and two earlier short films, Rare Exports Inc. (Helander 2003) and Rare Exports: 

Official Safety Instructions (Helander 2005) are used as an illustrative case. These low-

budget fantasy films employ irony and dark humor, that play with and reverse the 

popular impressions related to Santa Claus and, more generally, exotic northern nature 

and culture. These films mix Finnish folklore with cross-national images and 



commercial connotations of Santa Claus, and they are aimed at an international 

audience. 

 

This selection of material helps to fill in some key gaps in research. First, the 

focus on cinema is relevant, since most studies of media coverage of environmental and 

sustainability issues focus on newspaper coverage, especially on the quality press from 

the English-speaking world (Boykoff 2009; Lyytimäki 2011). Furthermore, only limited 

scholarly attention has been paid to the entertaining content of the printed or broadcast 

media or cinema (McComas et al. 2001), a notable exception being the disaster film The 

Day After Tomorrow (Leiserowitz 2004). Second, analyzing low-budget films may 

result in interesting insights since, in contrast with blockbuster films aimed at pleasing a 

broad audience, these films typically have more artistic freedom and opportunities to 

reflect a wide variety of concerns (Jackson 2011). Finally, focusing on humor can 

fruitfully enrich our understanding of the relationship between human and nature. 

 

It should be noted that the film and short films studied here are not 

environmental films. They address environmental issues only indirectly, as detailed 

below. However, it may be particularly important to focus on non-environmental 

material since framings created outside the actual environmental debate attract different 

audiences and may therefore have additional and perhaps greater influence on the 

sustainable development and use of natural resources than the framings and agenda 

created inside the core environmental debate (Lyytimäki 2011). 

 

This article is based on qualitative content analysis of the films and it adopts the 

perspective of critical discourse analysis, emphasizing language as a social practice and 

the context of the language use (Wodak and Meyer 2009). The method for interrogating 

humor is based on identification of the irony and dark humor and relating it to the recent 

debate concerning social and environmental problems. Recent Finnish environmental 

debate is used as a reference point for interpretations, since the films describe Santa 

Claus from a Finnish perspective. 

 

The irony and dark humor are identified on the basis of their distinctive 

characteristic as described in the literature (e.g. Rahtu 2006; Szerszynski 2007; Parkhill 

et al. 2011). This method may give rise to relevant interpretations but it is not aimed at 

giving an exhaustive picture of the various forms and functions of irony and dark 

humor. In the following section the case study is contextualized by introducing Finnish 

folklore related to Santa Claus and identifying key sustainability themes related to the 

films. Prospects for sustainability humor are discussed by using the notion of ecological 

irony as a conceptual interpretative lens (Szerszynski 2007). 

 

The cases  

 

The short films are freely available online. The first short film (Helander 2003) 

introduces an elite trio of hunters venturing into the wilderness to track and capture a 

Santa Claus, represented as a rare and dangerous prey of northern nature. The second 

short film (Helander 2005) presents a captured and tamed Santa intended as a part of 

commercialized Christmas but changed into an uncontrollable semi-natural beast due to 

the misconduct of humans. 

 



The full-length film (Helander 2010) was released in Finland in December 2010 and it 

was the fourth most viewed domestic film during 2010–2011 (The Finnish Film 

Foundation, 2011). It was released in theatres in several other countries, including the 

United States, the United Kingdom, Germany and Australia. The plot of the film was 

summarized by Wikipedia (2013) as follows: The film focuses on a group of local 

reindeer herders whose Christmas is disturbed by excavations on the mountain. A 

scientist has ordered a team of workers to dig open what he calls “the largest burial 

mound in the world”. An explosive used by the team uncovers what is referred to as a 

“sacred grave”. However, the occupant of the grave is still alive. Soon, the reindeer 

important to the local people are mysteriously killed, and children and supplies begin to 

disappear from the town. It emerges that the occupant is the source of the original Santa 

Claus myth; a supernatural creature who, rather than rewarding good children, punishes 

the naughty. One family, however, manages to catch the culprit in a trap, and plans to 

sell it to the scientist to cover the losses caused by his excavation. 

 

The film generated mostly positive reviews. Finnish and international movie, 

DVD and TV critiques often compared the film with earlier alternative re-

interpretations of Santa Claus by humorous films such as Bad Santa (2003) or horror 

movies such as Silent Night, Deadly Night (1984) (e.g. French 2010; Smith 2011; 

Puurtinen 2012). Some reviewers contrasted the film with the images of a kind and 

cheerful “Coca-Cola Santa”. The original idea of the film was generally appreciated and 

the humor described as dead-pan, dry, macabre or dark. Critics interpreted the film as a 

satire or parody, although it “…never for one instant winks at us that it's a parody” 

(Ebert 2010). The short length (83 minutes), promising but underdeveloped storyline 

and premature ending were criticized, for example in the verdict published by the New 

Zealand Herald: “Wickedly funny and original idea not quite fully realised” (Rudkin 

2010). 

 

An Alternate View of Santa Claus 

 

Rebuilding Santa’s Distant Home  

 

The films placed Santa Claus in a context of distant, exotic and wild nature. In Finland, 

it is commonly believed that Santa Claus, or Father Christmas, does not live at the 

North Pole or in Greenland but in Lapland. Finnish folklore locates the home of Santa 

Claus in the distant mountain fell called Korvatunturi (Karjalainen 1998). This folklore 

originates from a popular children’s radio show by the Finnish Broadcasting Company. 

The Finnish name of the fell, “Ear Fell”, comes from the shape of its three peaks. The 

radio show, aired nationally in 1927, introduced the myth that Santa Claus can hear 

everything children are saying from his “Ear Fell”. This northern fell is extremely 

inaccessible and hence a suitable place of residence for an imaginary character such as 

Santa Claus. The border between Russia and Finland is drawn over the summit. 

Consequently, eastern sections of the fell have been inaccessible to Finns and visiting 

the western part is possible only with special permission from the Finnish Border 

Guard. Currently, the Finnish side of the fell is part of a national park and there is no 

road there. 



 

The film Rare Exports: A Christmas Tale (hereafter: RECT) starts with a scene 

containing the key elements of Santa’s home as described in Finnish folklore. However, 

since the film was shot in Norway in a rugged mountainous landscape, the scenery only 

partially resembles the smoother landscapes of Northern Finland. The background 

information of the film states that “In the depths of the Korvatunturi mountains, 486 

metres deep, lies the closest ever guarded secret of Christmas.” This depth equals 

Korvatunturi’s height above sea level. 

 

RECT highlights the inaccessibility of Santa’s home by placing it completely on 

the other side of the state border between Finland and Russia, represented by a simple 

wire-netting fence. Santa’s home as depicted in RECT is not the lively and happy 

Christmas village often seen in popular culture (e.g. Kunnas 2006), but a cold burial site 

where the evil Santa rests encapsulated in ice, insulated by a thick layer of sawdust. The 

film adds new layers to the folklore by transforming Santa Claus into a mythical evil 

creature that has been imprisoned by the astuteness of ancient indigenous people who 

fooled the Santa into walking on the thin ice over a frozen lake. The public image of 

Santa Claus thus turned upside down creates an ironic undertone for the RECT. 

 

Encountering the Traditional and the Modern 

 

The film employs the notion of traditional local environmental knowledge that is the 

key to securing the survival of the pre-modern community and maintaining the 

resilience of the socio-ecological system (e.g. Berkes et al. 2000). Despite their ability 

to adapt to the harsh ecological environment, the ancient indigenous people are 

represented as vulnerable to the external social threat represented by the evil Santa 

Claus. It should be noted that indigenous people and their traditional knowledge only 

serve as a background to the storyline. Key roles in RECT are cast in non-indigenous 

characters representing modern western culture, but possessing the key skills and local 

knowledge required for survival in the harsh northern conditions. 

 

Ideas of the balance of nature and environmental risks are present in various 

ways. The short films describe Santa Claus as a wild and unpredictable natural character 

that is – at least in principle – possible to domesticate but easily reverts to its original 

and largely uncontrollable state. The RECT describes Santa Claus as a risk factor 

beyond any control if unleashed from captivity. The RECT presents a modified trickster 

narrative (Ryan 1999) by describing Santa’s elves as powerful but unpredictable 

mediators that operate between the human and non-human worlds. 

 

The RECT storyline allegorically highlights the potentially uncontrollable 

hazards related to the use of modern technology (Beck 1992). Specifically, the risks 

related to the mining industry in the fragile Arctic environment are reflected in RECT. 

During the past few years, the mining industry has boomed in northern Finland and 

several foreign mining companies have investigated the possibilities of opening up large 

mines there. Environmental activists have criticized these plans, particularly because 

some of the potential mining sites are located in or close to protected areas. 



Considerable public critique has been raised by the plans for uranium recovery, serious 

odor nuisances and large-scale water pollution caused by the recently opened 

Talvivaara mine (Kauppinen 2012; Luukkonen and Ruohola 2012). Talvivaara is a 

large open-pit mine that uses innovative bioheap leaching technology, in which bacteria 

are used to leach metal from the ore. Partly because of the difficulties of controlling this 

new technology, the environmental effects of the mine have been unexpectedly severe. 

 

Instead of valuable minerals, RECT represents Santa Claus himself as an Arctic 

natural resource that is searched for and excavated by a foreign investor, represented by 

an elderly businessman from the United States, who is financing the exploration. After 

some promising findings from excavations, this investor requires that certain rules of 

conduct must be followed carefully (Figure 1). These strict rules, such as “no cursing” 

and “no smoking” are considered ridiculous by the local workers performing the 

excavation. From an environmental perspective, these rules can be seen as a parody of 

the precautionary principle or approach that requires acting before there is strong 

evidence of harm, particularly if the harm is potentially serious or irreversible. In this 

case, the repercussions of ignoring these seemingly ridiculous precautionary practices 

are presented as instant and disproportionately severe. All workers of the excavation 

vanish without trace and the excavation site becomes completely deserted because the 

rules are ignored. The hubris resulting from the uncritical trust in the capabilities of 

modern technology is defeated as natural forces are unleashed in the (absurd) form of 

almost two hundred of Santa’s elves. 

 

 

Figure 1. Safety instructions serving as precautionary measures aimed to avoid risks related to Santa 

Claus. Available at: http://www.rareexportsmovie.com/downloads/korvatunturi_safety_instructions.jpg © 

Cinet. 

 

 



Reformulating Social Norms and Conventions 

 

The RECT plays with the norms and conventions characterizing modern society and 

popular culture. Santa’s elves as represented in RECT are not the likeable and kind 

Santa’s little helpers, but old, skinny, bearded, uncivilized men incapable of 

communicating in any human language. These naked, elderly elves, running around in 

the northern nature, are tragicomic figures that appear to be fragile and weak, but the 

films represent them as wild and capricious savages with suspicious attitude, highly 

developed senses and overwhelming physical strength. Despite their human appearance, 

these creatures appear to have no control over their instincts. Their instinctive rage is 

sparked by any bad behavior of humans, and they are capable of using deadly force 

against anyone in any way violating the spirit of Christmas. However, in some cases 

they may be pacified by extremely calm and kind behavior and by the offer of fresh 

Christmas gingerbread.  

 

This caricature of Santa Claus was introduced by the earlier short films that 

ironically commented on big game hunting: “Father Christmases are considered to be 

the most precious, free-roaming wild beasts of the whole Northern wilderness” 

(Helander 2003). These short films represent Santa Claus as untamed and dangerous 

prey that can be killed or captured only by extremely skillful and experienced hunters 

equipped with both traditional knowledge and modern hunting technology. Capturing 

this creature requires “professional hunters with astonishing skills refined throughout 

the centuries, passed down from father to son” (Helander 2003). 

 

The main focus of RECT is on Santa’s elves. Santa Claus himself appears only 

as a devilish character trapped in ice, with two big horns sticking out of a massive ice 

cube. In addition to the devilish connotation, the horns reflect the traditional Finnish 

midwinter celebration (Bregenhøj and Vento 1975; Seljavaara and Kärjä 2005). The 

Finnish name for Santa Claus (Joulupukki) originates from an expression given for 

young men (Nuuttipukki) who after Christmas wandered from door to door in order to 

beg for leftover festive food and beer. These parties of men were often drunk and their 

costumes were partly based on the pre-Christian fertility rite in which men wore masks 

and billy goat horns and skins turned inside out. Women and children often considered 

these predecessors of Santa Claus to be intimidating. In some parts of the country, this 

tradition remained alive and well until the mid-20th century (Seljavaara and Kärjä 

2005). 

 

From an environmental perspective, the gigantic ice cube containing Santa Claus 

in the film can be interpreted as a direct reference to the debate over climate change. 

Climate debate has been intense in Finland and in other industrialized countries, 

especially since 2006 (Boykoff 2009; Lyytimäki 2011). Melting ice is a commonly used 

symbol connected with potentially catastrophic and irreversible risks, such as flooding 

resulting from rising sea levels. Instead of these risks, RECT connects the image of 

melting ice with the catastrophic scenario of the devil-like Santa Claus breaking free if 

the ice vanishes. In this case, anthropogenic warming is not caused by the accumulation 

of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, but by numerous ovens and heaters stolen from 

local villagers by Santa’s elves. The disaster may be avoided simply by turning the 

heaters and ovens off, but only if the resistance of Santa’s elves defending their master 

is first subverted. This may be seen as a comment that instead of technological 



challenges, the greatest obstacles to sustainable development are associated with the 

power relationships between different social actors and the value positions behind them. 

As Gabrys and Yusoff (2012) observed, the seemingly simple idea of melting ice 

resonates within a far more complex set of global events that are simultaneously bound 

up with local ecological processes and connected with various local effects and political 

practices that may emerge to address the changes and risks. 

 

Crossing the Nature-Human Distinction 

 

The RECT offers several novel ways for overcoming the sharp distinction between 

natural and human. On a general level, Santa Claus and his helpers can be seen as 

metaphors for primeval untamed and unpredictable nature. RECT creates an image of 

Santa Claus and his elves as something not belonging to the current northern socio-

ecological system, whereas the short films present Santa Claus as an essential part of the 

wild and uninhabited northern nature. RECT makes an explicit connection between 

wolves that visit Finland from Russia and Santa’s elves that are set free in Russia and 

cause serious damage in Finland. RECT vividly illustrates the damage caused by 

Santa’s elves to a herd of reindeers that is brutally slaughtered. Reindeer herding is 

presented as a basis of the livelihood of the key characters in RECT, and wolves are 

initially blamed for the demise of the reindeers. This reflects the heated Finnish debate 

over large carnivores. In recent years, the increasing number of wolves has induced fear 

and bitter critique towards current ecosystem management practices in sparsely 

inhabited areas of Finland (Ratamäki, 2009). Persistent and particularly difficult 

questions relate to the damage caused to reindeer herding by wolves and other 

carnivores. 

 

More generally, Santa’s elves are represented much like an undesirable invasive 

species that is released into the environment by human activities. Elves are not 

considered as a natural part of the current socio-ecological system as described by the 

RECT, even though they may be considered as relics from the past socio-ecological 

system before human domination over nature. Both the RECT and the Finnish national 

strategy of invasive species (MAF 2012) highlight the difficulty of removing invasive 

species once they have achieved a foothold in their new environment. The damages 

caused by Santa’s elves vividly highlight how disturbed ecosystems can turn into a 

source of ecosystem disservices rather than ecosystem services (Lyytimäki and Sipilä 

2009). 

 

The short films employ the biodiversity discourse more directly and present 

Santa Claus as a part of the endemic fauna of Finnish Lapland. The first short film 

(Helander 2003) focuses on the hunter-prey relationship and the domestication and 

education of a captive wild Santa Claus. In this short film, Santa Claus does not directly 

symbolize good or evil. Instead, it is a natural resource that may be utilized and 

represents the wilderness, literally nature running wild (Hofmeister, 2009).  

 

The second short film (Helander 2005) is essentially about an unfortunate 

human attempt to gain control over nature. It focuses on a tamed and educated Santa 

Claus that has been exposed to the bad behavior of humans. This human influence has 



led to absurdly aggressive behavior: “once it has tasted human flesh it is now driven by 

lust for it”. Santa has lost not only the learned behavior patterns making it possible to 

act as a part of a commercialized Christmas, but he has also permanently lost his most 

fundamental natural skill: “with its eyes blinded by rage it won’t be able to tell who is 

naughty and who is nice”. Hence, this Santa Claus must be killed by an elite hunter 

team, even though it is regrettable, since “every single case like this will put the species 

ever closer to extinction” as stated by the narrator voice imitating nature documentaries 

(Helander 2005). 

 

Commenting on Socio-Economic Sustainability and Livelihoods 

 

Local level economic and social sustainability issues are strongly raised up by the 

RECT. These issues are emphasized through masculine representations. Santa Claus, his 

elves and all other key characters presented in RECT and the short films are men 

(Figure 2). A key theme of the RECT is the relationship between a little boy and his 

father. The mother is not concretely present in the film. This indirectly addresses the 

demographic sustainability challenge of communities in sparsely populated northern 

areas (Heikkilä and Pikkarainen 2010). Contrary to many rural areas in the developing 

world, it is more often women who acquire an education and leave sparsely populated 

areas in Finland. Men are more willing to stay and try to find their livelihoods in the 

northern areas. By representing the men as active agents the RECT and short films 

continue the tradition of romanticizing northern nature through stereotypes based on 

masculinist values (Ridanpää 2010).  

 

 

Figure 2. Rare Exports film poster. Available at: 

http://www.rareexportsmovie.com/downloads/rare_exports_official_poster_en.jpg © Cinet. 



 

The livelihood of the people living in sparsely populated and economically 

underdeveloped Arctic areas is a key background topic addressed by RECT. The local 

people (men) attempt to sell the captured Santa Claus – in fact, one of Santa’s helpers – 

to the foreign investor who failed to control the situation at the excavation site. Unlike 

the greedy foreign investor, the local people are willing to content themselves with a 

modest price that is equivalent to the value of the reindeers they have lost. Because of 

an intervention by Santa’s other elves, this plan fails and the foreign investor is killed. 

However, the local people eventually succeed in capturing all the elves. This gives them 

a chance to initiate a novel profitable industry, taming and educating the elves to be 

exported worldwide and hired to act as “the original” Santa Claus. Unlike the 

environmentally oriented campaigns against the commercialization of Christmas, the 

RECT does not directly employ the Santa’s helpers or Santa Claus as symbols of the 

(over)consumption aspect of winter holidays, but presents the local actors as the real 

winners of the commercialization. 

 

The storyline creates an impression of local residents’ opposition towards 

multinational corporations attempting to take over and utilize local natural resources. 

Santa’s elves are first presented as a threat to livelihood and existence, but they are 

subsequently transformed into a completely new and innovative source of income. 

Local men are represented as highly adaptive and determined to use the natural 

resources available for making their living in a harsh environment. At the same time, 

they are represented as capable of choices needed for the wise use of resources, 

succeeding where a foreign investor with abundant resources failed.  

 

The absurd narrative highlights the same key entrepreneurial virtues that have 

been adopted by successful real-life Finnish reindeer herders (Hukkinen et al. 2006): 

positioning themselves honestly with respect to their challenges, using resources 

sparingly and thinking strategically about the future. However, the question of long-

term sustainability is left open, since despite their longevity Santa's elves are a non-

renewable resource. Furthermore the right and moral justification of the local people to 

harness and utilize this biological resource remains unquestioned. 

 

 

Prospects for (Dark) Sustainability Humor 

 

Santa Claus has been the subject of numerous jokes, parodies and comedies. For 

example, Internet jokes focus on Santa as the bringer of presents, his trip from the 

distant north, his friend Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, his arrival through the 

chimney, different other persons wearing Santa’s hat, Santa’s sexuality, drunken Santa, 

and Santa being killed (Pakalns 2012). The RECT introduces a novel ironic 

representation of Santa by representing him as a devilish character and his elves as 

creatures somewhere between human and animal. 

On a general level, these films comment on the use of natural resources, playing 

with the concepts of wilderness and biodiversity, images of natural species and human 

culture that have adapted to the harsh northern nature, indigenous versus scientific 



knowledge and commercialized versus traditional views of Christmas. The question 

here is not about obvious and easy-to-understand negative stereotypes of environmental 

advocacy that can be created through parody or satire such as South Park (Steward and 

Clark 2011), but rather about dark humor where humorous aspects related to the use of 

natural resources and sustainability are hidden below the surface level. 

 

The use of dark humor and irony by the film industry and other actors opens up 

novel ways of discussing environmental and sustainability issues – especially if 

sustainability is understood as a genuinely contested concept characterized by different 

value positions (Connelly 2007). Different manifestations of humor should not be 

considered merely as shallow entertainment, but as opportunities to identify and 

criticize unsustainable trends. Together with other environmental communication, 

humorous framings by the film industry may challenge and open up existing 

dichotomies and lock-ins that otherwise may remain unnoticed. For example, 

combining fact-based environmental reporting with humorous fiction may provide 

opportunities to improve poor communicational effectiveness and low impact of 

sustainability and environmental indicators (Bell and Morse 2008). Whereas science-

based environmental and sustainability communication aims at clear messages that 

together generate a complete picture of reality, humorous impact is often created with 

obscure meanings and things left unsaid (Knuuttila 2010). 

 

On a practical level of environmental management, the key issue arising from 

this study is whether humor and irony related to environmental and sustainability issues 

is able to induce or encourage practical initiatives, decisions and actions aiming towards 

environmental sustainability (O'Neill and Nicholson-Cole 2009). Irony and dark humor 

are particularly challenging forms of humor since they can strengthen “doom and 

gloom” projections that are common in environmental discourse even when the aim is 

to challenge the negative overall tones. Furthermore, ironic attitude towards 

environmental protection easily leads to lack of commitment, passiveness and inaction.  

 

Szerszynski (2007) suggests that an ironic attitude provides a potentially fruitful 

way to address the gap between the current state of affairs and future targets within 

policy and practice aimed at ecological sustainability. However, ironic tactics that have 

commonly been used by environmental movements are themselves vulnerable to being 

ironized and “...can only serve as partial and limited responses to the problem of 

unsustainability, unless they are embedded within and shaped by a generalized ironic 

stance towards the world and oneself.” (Szerszynski 2007: 337).  

 

The RECT essentially describes such an attitude characterized by recognition of 

the inevitability of failure and error, and the simultaneous need for open-minded, 

creative experimentation and engagement with nature. Even though it is not an 

environmental film aimed to alarm or educate, it is a story about ways of searching for, 

finding and implementing solutions to avoid the potentially catastrophic consequences 

resulting from the use of modern technology in order to control nature and utilize 

natural resources. It is also a story about accepting the inevitable – and often surprising 

or even absurd – changes in socio-ecological systems and actively turning them into 

opportunities to provide a sustained livelihood for the community. 

 

 



Recommendations for Future Research  

 

Two general level recommendations can be outlined on the basis of the case study 

presented here. First, environmental communication studies should not focus only on 

the narrowly defined “environmental beat”, such as news representations of the results 

of environmental science in news media, practices of environmental education or policy 

debates over environmental issues. In addition to these topics, scholarly attention should 

be directed towards the representation of environmental issues outside the 

environmental domain. This is increasingly important since environmental issues are 

not isolated phenomena, but interwoven in various everyday activities and all sectors of 

society. As shown by the case study presented here, several environmental themes 

related to environmental and sustainability issues, including biodiversity and nature 

conservation, climate concerns and the use of natural resources, can be raised even by 

fantasy films employing dark humor related to Santa Claus. 

 

Second, more attention should be given to the use of humor in science-based 

environmental communication. There are numerous variants of humor, only a few of 

which have hitherto been addressed by environmental studies. The use of irony and dark 

humor by the film industry may create representations that depress and inactivate 

people, but it can also provide novel insights and opportunities to identify and criticize 

unsustainable trends and challenge and expose deeply rooted dichotomies. However, as 

the case study presented here exemplifies, although ironic re-interpretations may 

provide alternative ways of perceiving reality, this does not necessarily provide the 

audience with suitable advice for constructive action. 

 

Further studies are needed in order to explore the wide variety of different 

manifestations of humor related to environmental and sustainability issues. There is a 

particular need for comparative studies addressing both factual and fictional media 

contents related to environmental and sustainability issues. Future research should also 

empirically evaluate how audiences are receiving humorous messages in the context of 

environmental problems. Analysis of humor may provide a fruitful approach for 

environmental scholars and practitioners. Various forms of humor and comedy can help 

to build powerful narratives and stories that engage our emotions and imaginations. 

Amidst continuing environmental degradation, the potential for positive outcomes from 

the use of dark humor should be fully acknowledged. 
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